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This creative response interrogates the persona that seems to inhabit sex webcam platforms, 
online services where people can stream and monetize amateur sexual performances (Henry & 
Farvid 2017; Jones 2020). If the perception of authenticity has been a crucial feature of 
camming since its inception (Senft 2008), this impression is no longer conveyed only through 
amateur signifiers (Hernández 2019). Domesticity on the sexcam platform oscillates between 
two poles. One of them is incarnated by the professional webcam studio, where uninhabited 
rooms are presented as private yet generic spaces (Korody 2019). The other pole is the personal 
space, staged for its transmission through the platform. Decorative trends and habits crossover 
between these extremes, creating a new type of domesticity with no other purpose than the 
sexual spectacle. The product of this mutual influence is referred to as ‘post-authentic 
domesticity’ in this article. Drawing upon literary studies, post-authenticity implies a fiction that 
engages with an ‘authentic’ referent but does not aim to replicate it (Gefter Wondrich 2020). As 
such, domesticity in the sexcam platform is both a second-hand reference and a space where its 
online persona unfolds. 

The exploration of this post-authentic domesticity is conveyed by means of a website 
that replicates some of the graphic conventions of sexcam performers’ profiles. The website is 
divided into different pages that address distinct aspects in the form of short poems. The images 
accompanying the texts, created by the author, were made using ASCII characters and they 
reference empty webcam rooms observed in the sexcam platform Chaturbate during 2022. The 
abstract character of the images aims to emphasize the role of the audience in the construction 
of online intimacy and meaning. 
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